CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION and SUGGESTION

Almost all of these lyrics are tells about women, sex, and money. She found many verbal obscenities mentioned in the D12’s lyrics such as the word "fuck" as exclamation which means a strong expression of annoyance, contempt, or impatience. For example, in Pimp like me lyric line 99 "Fuck it, I'll let you hit one of my Victims ...". The word "fuck" as a verb as in Just like u lyric line 13 "I fuck two twins, with a midget on top ...".

In addition, D12 also often mention the word "shit" as a exclamation expressing disgust or annoyance. For example in Get my gun lyric line 79 "Autograph this! .. Oh shit". Another example word "shit" as a noun like in In the morning lyric line 42 "in a house full of dog shit ...".

The word "motherfucker" means a despicable or very unpleasant thing as a noun like in Fight music lyric line 67 "you motherfuckers wanna judge me ...", for example in the morning lyric line 2 "wake your motherfuckin asses up ..." here, word "motherfucker" as an adjective.

In addition, beside words above she also found many vulgar words for examples "bitch", "dick", "tit", "ass", "slut", "nuts", and many more.

Researcher hope that this study can open up our mind to appreciate song not only from bad side but also from another side for instance from the aesthetics point, because the lyric of song is like a poem we can take the moral lesson of it with read verse by verse.
Furthermore, researcher really realize that this thesis still needs constructive critics and suggestions from the readers in order to make it perfect, and hopefully it can be useful for the readers, especially for the students of English Department.